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Some years ago, the public mind took a sudden and avid interest in the
predictions of Michael Nostradamus. I was approached by the head of a
large New York publishing house to prepare a new translation and commentary on the celebrated Quatrains. In the course of several luncheon
meetings, the publisher unfolded a pet idea of his own. "You know," he
said, "son;ieone should write a book about the men behind th<; men who
change the course of history." He enlarged on the theme by making reference to several mysterious persons who appeared to be moving spirits in
the background of unusual events. We arrived at no final conclusion,
but agreed that the project might be worth further thought.
Shortly after this conversation, several congenial souls gathered one evening in a beautiful penthouse at the top of a skyscraper on upper Riverside
Drive. Among those present was Talbot Mundy, the novelist, Claude
Bragdon, the architect-mystic, Sv:atbslav Roerich, the Orientalist and artist,
and myself. I happened to mention my talk with the publisher and the
substance of his observation. As a result, there was a several-cornered discussion that extended far beyond fashionable hours. Numerous anecdotes
were exchanged, for we had all had unusual experiences in common, and
it was agreed that the philosophical undercurrents of history had too long
been neglected. The pressure of circumstances did not permit the immediate development of the theme, but I was more or less unofficially appointed as a committee of one to see that .something was done.
In due course, punctuated with numerous interruptions, the outline for
a series of essays on the Adept Tradition took form. There were .certain
immediate difficulties. Obviously, it would be an arduous labor to restore
a sequence of events which had been perfectly and ingeniously concealed.
Records, if they ever existed, would have been well hidden, and prosaic historians and biographers would have had neither inclination nor incentive
to preserve apparently meaningless landmarks, hints, and intimations.
One humorous little item is indicative of the general state of the field.
Appended to an early edition of the Rosicrucian Manifestoes is a short work
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THE SAGES OF CHINA

By ManlyPalme
r Hall
To Western man, China has long been a land of
mystery. We appreciate its wonderful paintings, beautiful ceramics, and fantastic imagery. Unfortunately,
however, the wisdom of China, its prodigious literature,
its religions, philosophies, and sciences, remain compar,ir\~i,-,..,..,,,uf._
atively unexplored. In this writing, Mr. Hall seeks
and finds the enduring landmarks of China's spiritual
and mystical traditions, the lives of great Sages, and the
schools they founded. The elusive Taoist Immortals,
the "men of the mountains," who retired from the
world to cultivate the graces of the soul, the magicians,
the alchemists, the poets and scholars of this great empire, must be included among enlightened and inspired
truthseekers. Their teachings have lasting value. For
a pleasant adventure in an unfamiliar region where
Saints walked the earth and Immortals cultivated the
peach of eternal life, and secret societies initiated candidates with impressive rituals, we recommend this colorful essay.
The material is arranged under the following headings: The Sages
of China - The Ancient Masters - Buddhism in China - The Taoist
Adepts - The Eight Immortals - Christian Influence in China Chinese Secret Societies - Oriental Alchemy. The text is thoroughly
documented and there are numerous illustrations from rare early
works.

112 PAGES

-

BOUND

IN

ART PAPER -

PRICE

$1.50

NoTE: The Sages of China is Part III of the Eastern Section of Mr.
Hall's survey of the Adept Tradition as it has descended through the
mystical associations and fraternities of Europe and Asia. It is the
eighth part of the complete work to appear in print . If you have not
secured the other available sections, you have missed some of Mr. Hall's
most unique and valuable writings. Why not order the entire series,
as set forth in the list at the right? The eight sections complete to
date, $12.00.
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THF ADEPTS IN THE WESTERN
ESOTERIC TRADITION:

Backin P1z.int
But ?1ot101z.
i:0H9

Part I. ORDERS OF THE QUEST
King Arthur, Prester John, Merlin, The
Grail Kings, The Knights Templars, The
Manichaeans, The Arthurian Cycle, etc.
Part II.

In the last issue of the P. R. S. NEWS
we announced a new edition of

ORDERS OF THE GREAT
WORK

THE PHOENIX

Eugenius Philalethes, Jan Baptist:t van
Belmont. Nicholas Flamel, Raymond Lully,
Roger Bacon, Paracelsus, Alchemists, etc.

This handsome folio volume containing 19 of Mr. Hall's unusual writings,
with 91 amazing illustrations, was
Part III. ORDERS OF UNIVERSAL
issued to assist the Building Fund of
REFORMATION
our Society. Many friends who had
Jakob Boehme, The Rosicruciam, Robert waited for years to secure a copy of
Fludd, Michael Maier, The New Atlanti5, this work hastened to purchase same,
The Utopians, Dr. Dee, etc.
and two thirds of the available copies
Part IV. MASONIC ORDERS OF
have already been sold. Due to the
FRATERNITY
present cost of printing, it may be
The Illuminati, The Hiramic Legeml, some time before it can be reprinted;
Masonic Foundations, Elias Ashmole, Cag- therefore, we strongly recommend that
liostro, Comte de St.-Germain, etc.
you place your order immediately.
Outstanding articles in The Phoenix
Part V. AMERICA'S ASSIGNMENT
WITH DESTINY
include: The Story of the Great PyrA,merican Indian Mysticism, The Mys- amid, The Practice of Meditation, The
teries of Xibalba, Quetzalcoatl, George Sorcery of Asia, When the Dead
Washington, Juarez, Recent Mystical Move- Come Back, The Wheel of Pythagoras
ments, etc.
and The Holy Men of India. The last
time this book was out of print, second-hand
copies were offered at $20
THE ADEPTS IN THE EASTERN
ESOTERIC TRADITION:
and $25. Just a word to the wise.
(Bound in cloth, 175 pp., $10.00)
Part 1. THE LIGHT OF THE VEDAS
The Adept Hierarchy in India, The
East Indian Saints, The Mountain of the
Gods, The Six Systems of Philosophy, The
Bhagavad Gita, etc.

MUSIC

!Ts

SECRET INFLUENCE

BY CYRIL

Part II. THE ARHATS OF
BUDDHISM
The Life of the Buddha, Bodhidharma
the Patriarch of Zen, Buddhism in Japan,
Jetsun Milarepa, Padma Sambhava, The
Nichiren Sect, etc.
Part III.

-

THROUGHOUT

THE SAGES OF CHINA

Lao-tse, Confucius, Mencius, The Taoist
Adepts, The Eight Immortals, Chinese Secret Societies, Oriental Alchemy, etc.

THE AGES
Scorr

This unusua l book surveys the effect
of music on the mind and emotions
of mankind, and includes analyses
of outstanding musical compositions,
with emphasis upon India, Egypt,
Greece, and Rome. We hearti ly recommend this book for yourself and
as a gift. Supply is limited. Cloth
bound, 128 pp., - $1.75.
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entitled, "The Complete History of
an Unknown Man." This learned
little gem relates to a stranger who
appeared in a small German town and
included among his attainments the
ability to whistle rats out of houses.
His biographer went into great detail
to make certain that his history was
truly complete. The substance of the
biography was that no one knew
where the stranger came from; his
name had not been discovered. His
purpose for being in the community
was a total secret, and no one could
even conjecture why he left. And to
complete the record, there was not
the slightest indication where he had
gone. Such documentation is highly
frustr:iting.

We can offer, as a group, six back issues
of HORIZON containing over fifty articles
by Mr. Hall and 480 pages of unusual and
valuable information.
The text is supplemented with scores of illustrations, many
taken from rare and generally unobtainable sources. In addition to the outstanding titles listed below, there are practical
editorials, questions and answers on vital
subjects, and timely notes.
-

Basic Principles of Domestic Psychology
Simple rules for strengthening the home.

Manco Capac, The Great Initiate of the
Incas - An important research study.

In some matters, however, we were The Maya Empire - With special em•
phasis on the work of Augustus LePlongeon.
more fortunate, and this issue of the
P. R. S. NEWS announces the eighth
The Japanese Creation Myths-A
study
section of a project which will ulti- of Shintoism
mately be complete in fifteen parts.
The Mystical Figures of Jacob BoehmeGradually, the framework of a secret
Including unpublished diagrams and rare
program of human progress emerges engravings.
from the confusion and inconsistency
of historical records. We sincere!y
Mandala Magic-A
study in Oriental
hope that our explorations will inspire meditation symbols.
others to shed the light of further reThe Mysticism of William Blake-Insearch. In this way, what the school cluding his prophetic philosophy and a
boy has long regarded as a ratl1er dull summary of his doctrine.
subject can be brought to life. The
The Fire Mist-A
study of the Indian
philosophy of history can be vitalized, and we can all be heartened by system of spinal chakras and the kundalini.
a faithful record of the heroic sacriDante's "Divine Comedy" - With illusfices and sincere dedication of men trations of his cosmological theory.
and women bound together under a
Nostradamus, Saint of the Plague and
broad deep plan which must continue
Physician
of France.
until the ultimate security and enlightenment of humanity is achieved.
The Revelation of St. John - With unusual illustrations.
Wreks of interesting reading for just $2.00!
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Unfortunately, many of the world's outstanding scholars and men
of letters departed from this mortal sphere before our quarterly journal,
HORIZON, came into existence. We like to think that they would have
enjoyed HORIZON, so we have taken the liberty of inserting the name
of our journal in some of their more quotable quotes.
"A wise man, like a good refiner, can
gather gold from HORIZON." - MILTON
"HORIZON, the best companion, is to
me a glorious court, where hourly I converse with the old sages and philosophers."
-BEAUMONT

AND FLETCHER

"Get HORIZON; still get HORIZON,
boy, No matter by what means."
-

BEN

JOHNSON

"The proper study of mankind is HORIZON." - ALDOUS HuxLEY
"The best part of every author is in gen eral to be found in HORIZON."
-

JOIN THE

SAMUEL

JOHNSON

"All books are divisible into two classes,
The books of the hour, and HORIZON."
-RusKIN

HAPPY FAMILY
OF
HORIZON

READERS
BY

SUBSCRIBING NOW!

"To read well, that is, to read HORIZON in a true spirit, is a noble exercise."
-THOREAU

"It is not wide reading but reading of
HORIZON that tends to excellence."
-

ARISTIPPUS

"He reads HORIZON much; He is a
great observer and he looks quite th1·ough
CAESAR
the deeds of men." - Juuus
"The true university of these days is a
collection of HORIZONS." - CARLYLE

Beginning with the current issue (Vol. 17: 1), Mr. Hall will present a
series of four illustrated articles on the theory and practice of character
analysis, covering phrenology, physiognomy, graphology, and palmistry.
There will also be timely editorials, research essays, answers to questions,
news from Headquarters, reports on Study Group Activities, and Library
Notes. Remember - the material in these articles is not available in any
other publication of the Society.
Rates: One year, $3.00; Two years, $5.00; Additional Gift Subscriptions, $2.50
Canada & Foreign Subscriptions: One Year, $4.00; two years, $7.00
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Our Society purchases better-grade books relating to the fields of
our interest. Single volumes, collections, and libraries will be considered. If you have such material, please send us a list, noting also condition of the books, and we will be happy to make you an offer. Do
not send books without communicating with us first.
PLEASE NOTE:

The success of our publication "The Story of Chri stmas " has indicated that folk s
like an inexpensive but meaningful gift which combin es the advantages of a card and
an inspiring essay. We are planning a new Christmas booklet this year which will
be available in the fall. Our friends will th en have a choice of two speci:11 publications
for their Christmas remembranc es.
ORDER
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BOOKS OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO STUDENTS OF MASONRY
AND SYMBOLISM
Religious and philosophical studies naturally include a thoughtful examination of
the lore and legendry of Freemasonry as these have descended to us in the rites and
rituals of the Craft. Many of Mr. Hall's writings have Masonic interest, but the
following books deal most directly with the subject.
THE LOST KEYS OF FREEMASONRY, OR THE SECRET OF HIRAM ABIFF.
Now in its sixth edition, this book explains the basic symbolism of the three Degrees
of the Blue Lodge. In his foreword, Reynold E. Blight, 33° K. P., referring to Manly
P. Hall, writes: "With vivid allegory and profound philosophical disquisition, he expounds the sublime teachings of Freemasonry, older than all religions, as universal as
human aspiration." This volume appeals to Masons and non-Masons alike.
(Cloth bound, illustrated, 100 pp. - Price $2.00)
We all know that esoteric Orders practicing secret rites flourished in Egypt at a
remote time. It is also common knowledge that elements from these ancient ceremonials are incorporated into the higher degrees of the Scottish Rite. Mr. Hall's
book FREEMASONRY OF THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS includes an interpretation
of the fable of Isis and Osiris, which has been called "the passion-play of Egypt."
There is a section on magical practices, and another on the evidence of a secret doctrine
known to the initiates of the temples. To this is further added an interpretation of
the Crata Repoa Initiation Rite, a work of unknown origin first published in Germany
in 1770. Students of Greek and Egyptian philosophy, and those interested in the
restoration of the old doctrine in Europe in the days of Cagliostro and St.-Germain,
will find this book useful and informative. (Paper bound, illustrated, 157 pp., $2.00)
Speaking of the elusive Comte de St.-Germain, the most baffling personality of
the 18th century, -it is not generally known that two manuscripts attributed to him
have been discovered. Usually referred to as Illuminist, Rosicrucian, and Freemason,
St.-Germain prepared his Trinosophia for the instruction of his disciples in the
Cabalistic, Hermetic, and Alchemical mysteries. This unique work, translated and
published from the original manuscript at the Bibliotheque de Troyes, is available under
of the Comte de St.-Germain, with
the title THE MOST HOLY TRINOSOPHIA
introductory material and commentary by Manly P. Hall. Included is a complete photostatic facsimile of the original manuscript. This is an advanced text, but the explanation which accompanies it indicates the ktry to its interpretation.
The first section
of the book sets forth the principal biographical information available on St.-Germain.
This is followed by a discussion of his manuscripts and teachings in general.
(Cloth bound, profusely illustrated, 149 pp., $5.00)
The early landmarks of Freemasonry are so few and scattered that Masonic historians have great difficulty in tracing their Order earlier than the European Guilds.
The Sketch of the History of the Dionysian Artificers by da Costa is therefore an important book, for this work is an attempt to prove that modern Freemasonry derives
its origin from the philosophical and religious associations of the ancient Greeks.
The work, though brief, is so thoroughly annotated as. to be an extremely valuable
outline of the opinions of ancient authors on this important subject. The present reARTIFICERS includes an introductory essay by Manly
print of the DIONYSIAN
P. Hall in which he interprets the central myth of the Dionysian Mysteries, explaining
the secret metaphysical doctrine of this cult. Although he distinguishes between the
Dionysian Mysteries of the Greeks and Dionysian Artificers of later centuries, he points
out that "nothing short of an extraordinary philosophy could have inspired the Dionysian artisans in the worship of the Great Architect of the Universe through the
medium of architecture." In this account and interpretation of the Myth of Dionysius,
Mr. Hall unites legend, history, and psychology so that the reader will enrich his
understanding not only of human culture, but also of himself.
(Cloth bound, 105 pp., illustrated, $3.00)
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ILLUSTRATIONS FROM
"ENCYCLOPEDIC OUTLINE OF SYMBOLICAL
PHILOSOPHY,"
BY MANLYP. HALL
These illustrations are in full color, approximately
9 x 13 inches, and each is accompanied by a descriptive
caption . They are printed on a fine grade of heavy
paper with wide margins, and are suitable for framing.
The supply is limited, and requests will be filled in the
order received. Write or telephone (NO 3-2167) for a
list of available pictures.

'1w.o.
Vdal. Pe,uo.nai

RecMJJn94

!u,
Manl'f P. ollalL

M~a,;edMY PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE

A thirty-minute recording of Manly P. Hall's basic convictions about life
and living. A powerful inspirational message in the kindly, but dynamic
manner which thousands of his friends and students have long admired.
Double-faced, ten-inch, long-playing (33 1-3 rpm), vinylite. Price, $2.85

WHY I BELIEVE IN REBIRTH
A simple, but profound statement of personal acceptance of reincarnation
by a thoughtful man who has examined many religious and philosophical
teachings . Mr. Hall has accepted rebirth because he feels that it solves for
him many otherwise unexplained mysteries of life and conduct .
Double-faced, ten-inch, long-playing (33 1-3 rpm), vinylite. Price, $2.85
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